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Original Algorithms



Traditional/Plane wave CDI



3D Plane wave CDI



Bragg CDI
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p

r the past decade, Coherent Imaging ha
en modified by:
extending the method to 3D imaging

utilizing the intensity around Bragg peaks

using a “curved wavefront”

developing a scanning geometry

nducing “diversity” in the experiment and utilizing
presence in the reconstruction

ne of which deals with the source of x-rays!



date, neither third- nor fourth-generation 
urces produce radiation that meets the 
ingent requirements of CDI:
Storage rings (insertion devices) produce illumina
with very many coherent modes

FEL light still has several coherent modes

 we exploit explicitly the coherence 
operties of a source, to what limits and to
hat advantage?
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an we exploit known coherence properti
Yes!  This propagation of such light is understo

hat can we gain?
Less beam conditioning

Shorter exposure times

hat's the catch?
The detailed properties of the light must be 
understood
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Transverse partial coherence



g

t propagates between two planes according to

e, the total intensity in the detector plane can 
tten as

h forms the basis of an algorithmic strategy fo
oad-band illumination CDI!
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• The undulator 
spectrum is 
discretised

• A test sample is 
milled from a Au 

• A partially cohere
diffraction pattern
from the sample

al., accepted by Nature Photonics
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• (a) and (d) show that
monochromatic and 
polychromatic CDI ar
at the same solution

• Intermediate frames 
show the consequen
of ignoring the partia
coherence

al., accepted by Nature Photonics
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omparison of reconstruction fidelity (left)

aphical depiction of the effect of decreased 
ngitudinal coherence on the diffraction from the 
mple

Abbey, et al., accepted by Nature Phot
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creases acceptable band-width of 
umination from ~1% to ~11%

this example, reduces exposure time by
ctor of 60

ansverse coherence can be accomodat
ut limitations very similar to traditional CD

omplicated when the illumination include
sonant edges



DI has made very good progress toward becoming
ernate x-ray microscopy

ere exist may examples of the advantages of 
plicitly including characterized beam properties o
mple motions, including algorithmic stability and 
tending the method to new samples 

e inclusion of the coherence properties of 
mination has many potential benefits including: a

duction of the sample exposure time and the 
tension of the method to higher x-ray energies

bright, stable source is a huge advantage for CDI
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